The Teaching of Reading at EHPS
The Teaching of Reading
Intent:
When you teach a child to read you open a world of opportunity.
It is our intent at East Hunsbury that all pupils leave our school as proficient readers; we teach our
pupils to learn to read in order for them to be able to read to learn.
We believe that all pupils have an entitlement to high quality texts, ambitious vocabulary
exploration of genres and clear progressive teaching to create independent readers, who read for
purpose and pleasure.
Phonics Teaching.
Children follow Soundswrite, a phonic strategy that includes a repetitive format and includes
putting sound into print. Once each individual’s knowledge has been assessed upon entry into
school, pupils are taught daily, in small groups. Teaching is through a multi-sensory approach,
engaging interest, and allowing for ‘over-learning,’ in order to embed phonic skills. Sounds are
often revisited to strengthen learning and the programme followed by teachers in years 1 and 2 as
well as into key stage 2.
EYFS and Year 1 – daily sessions
Year 2 – 6 – minimum 3 times per week
Reading for Pleasure
A love of reading is fostered through all areas of the curriculum in our setting. Print, stories and
topic books are linked to creative and working areas both in and outdoors.
Children share class stories regularly, choose books from the library and take books home weekly
in order to learn and share.
Each year group follows a literature spine for whole class enjoyment. This ensures that children
are exposed to high quality literature and experience a wide variety of genres and authors.
Because of the nature of stories shared in year R, teachers are able to choose a variety of their
own texts to enhance themes and purely books that they love for enjoyment.
Reading Schemes
All pupils have access to a reading scheme in order to teach reading progressively. EYFS and
KS1 use predominantly the Oxford Reading Tree, which includes the use of big books, teaches
key words and has a phonics strand.
Key Stage 2 pupils also have access to Project X books- a scheme that covers a wide range of
genres and vocabulary. The texts are used as home readers.

Key Stage 1 (Year 1 and 2)
Phonics teaching

Children follow Soundswrite and are taught in ability groups (a minimum of four times a week).
Reading
Teachers teach reading using a whole class strategies following the planning template attached in
order to ensure that they using appropriate strategies and covering all reading skills.
Pupils are taught in mixed ability and ability groups, and a wide range of genre is covered
throughout the year, developing fiction and non-fiction understanding. During the week some
sessions follow the Aidan Chambers ‘Tell Me’ strategy where children explore images and text and
respond to a variety of related and challenging questions posed by teachers this encourages
extensive discussion, builds on ideas and sometimes requires a written response and will usually
occur at the end of session 1 (initial thoughts) or session 2, as part of demonstrating modelling for
comprehension.
Adults aim to hear pupils read once per week. Children who do not read at home are targeted by
staff before and after school (for further practice) and are also listened to by trained volunteers.
Children are encouraged to take home reading material: a reading scheme book and a book
chosen from the library. Pupil choice is often guided by staff.
A love of reading, of both fiction and non- fiction, is fostered across the curriculum. Books are
regularly shared and act as a stimulus for learning.

Reading in Key Stage 2 (Year 3, 4, 5, and 6)
Reading
Pupils in Year 3,4,5 and 6 read at least 4 times weekly in ability and mixed ability group reading
sessions, in addition to rolling programmes of 1:1 reading in Years 3 and 4, and targeted 1:1
readers in Year 5 and 6.
Pupils reading sessions are led by teachers and teaching assistants who continue to develop pupil
strategies to read unknown words, and advance children’s global understanding of the text they
are reading. Reading is extensive within the National Curriculum and this is reflected within
teaching. There are a wide variety of skills involved in independent reading for example retrieval,
inference, deduction but also stamina and fluency. When exploring whole class texts, teachers will
choose challenging texts to teach; challenging might mean ambitious vocabulary or archaic
sentence structures, as suggest by Doug Lemov Reading Reconsidered. An agreed planning
format ensures all areas are covered.
Children in Key Stage 2, engage in a period of silent reading regularly: they are guided to select
books as appropriate to level, confidence and interest. Teachers ensure pupils’ individual choices
and group reading activities include a wide range of genres. In most instances, teachers will
endeavour to give pupils an activity/ question to answer as a result of independent reading (AIR
question- accountability independent reading).
Children across the key stage have their own reading record and use this to record and review
texts they have read. Adults, parents and pupils are invited to comment within the reading record.
Vocabulary

Following our training on vocabulary (Isobel Beck and Alex Quigley) as well as NPAT training on
the direct instruction of teaching vocabulary, KS2 teachers are asked to teach at least two
academic words/ root words each week (sited Avril Coxhead academic word list), and KS1 a
commitment to one. Not only will pupils encounter this kind of transferable language, teachers
identify 3-4 words in their reading texts to share with pupils in addition to encounters with new
subject-specific vocabulary as part of the NPAT curriculum (RE, Science, Geography, History).

Reading across the Whole School
Pupils have opportunities to encounter a variety of text types and genres related to all of the
subjects they experience in the classroom, that is to say that foundation subjects (as designed by
NPAT) all come with a “reading load” suitable for the lesson content and appropriate level of
challenge, ensuring that 95% of the vocabulary is accessible to the pupils.

East Hunsbury Reading Strategy
The reading strategy at EHPS is based on the model explored as part of the Transforming
Reading Project. Staff have a clear template to follow and units will differ in length depend on text
choices. Staff have guidance on mapping text potential, content domain consideration with a
variety of sentence stems and exemplar questions as a starting point to any unit.
The format (attached as an appendix, as well merged comprehension skills document, question
stem document, mapping text potential document as scaffolds for planning a unit) is as follows:


Immersion



Innovation



Independent application

The headings on the strategy have useful prompts that support planning, in terms of teaching
strategies and to ensure coverage. All staff have had training on the strategies.
In order to ensure that staff feel confident to deliver the teaching of reading, members of the
English team (Liz Martin, Kelly Robinson and Dawn Welch) are identified as members of staff to
model, team teach and share good practise with all staff.
Lengths of units will vary as will levels of support for individual pupils.

Assessment
In terms of formative assessment, teachers use the simple view of reading as a tool for informing
planning- word recognition vs comprehension (at least half termly to inform planning and to focus
on the bottom 20%).
In Year 1 there is a national phonics screening check in the summer term. Teachers may use
previous screenings as a tool for assessment before the test date.

In Year 2 pupils are assessed using the Interim Framework for Reading as well as a phonics
screening re-test, for those who did not achieve the expected standard in Year 1. Year 2 pupils are
expected to read 90 words per minute – a speed and fluency emphasis. Staff ensure children are
prepared for this by half termly practice from the Spring Term.
In Year 3, 4 and 5 NTS Rising Stars is used to assess pupil reading. Year 6 pupils complete past
papers for formal assessment.
Alternative methods are used to support children who find the class strategy challenging these
include Switched on Reading (with trained members of staff) and are targeted to read more
regularly with an adult.

Reading Enrichment Activities


Drama for Writing: Stories are frequently used as a stimulus for Drama for Writing Units



Book Fairs: Our School Librarian organises a Book Fair twice a year to promote a love of
books and reading. This takes place on parents’ evenings so that all families have the
opportunity to visit. The children are invited to take part in book inspired activities and
competitions.



Big Books, Class Stories and Novels: Classes listen to a class novel (from the literature
spine) regularly which is read aloud by the class teacher. Pupils are encouraged to discuss
the genre, plot and themes, as a class community, in order to broaden and develop a love
of literature.



Theme Days and Theatre Productions: These events are often inspired by stories.



Reading Genres of all kinds and from a range of cultures and periods: These reading
materials are used across the curriculum to stimulate writing, support historical
interpretation, geographical understanding, assembly themes and provide inspiration for
animation in ICT and interpretation in dance



Dual Language Books: Our EAL Co-ordinator ensures books are available to support our
EAL pupils.



School Productions encourage a love of stories ranging from traditional tales such as
Jack and the Beanstalk to Shakespeare.



Book Reviews: Pupil recommendations ranging from class book reviews in Year 3, to
‘Recommended Reads’ posters in Year 6 engage the children in the promotion of Reading.



Literature examples: A range of quality literature/texts are used to ensure that the
children read as readers but also read as a writer. This gives them the opportunity to
explore how writer’s use language.



Library and the Librarian: Our school librarian ensures that all pupils have access to an
exciting, inviting and well-stocked library.

Parent Links :
http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/
Early Reading
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks1/literacy/
Early Reading
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks2/english/reading/
Year 3-6
http://resources.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/interactive/onlinestory.htm
Online audio books
http://www.booktime.org.uk/have-some-fun/
Online stories plus opportunity to create own story
http://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/genre/ess/Bookshelf-Essentials.html
Popular and recommended reads. Some great ideas for family shared reading time
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers/keystage_2/topics/literacy.shtml
KS2 games, reading and many more literacy resources

Pupils experience difficulties or causing concern may be referred to the SenCo for specific
intervention e.g. Sounds Write, Early Literacy Support, Acceleread- Accelerwrite, Catch Up
Literacy, Speed Sounds.

Appendix – Approach to Whole Class Reading
Teachers should use the following sequence in order to plan and teach reading lessons. Each session must focus on an identified
reading skill, as outlined below. This will link to the outcome for the session. Teachers must plan to re-visit skills and ensure
coverage of all the skills.
Reading Skills and Explanation
Refer to merged comprehension skills document for further clarity and example question stems
Vocabulary including:
Inference including:
Prediction including:
Explain including:

Retrieve including:
Summarise including:
Skimming and Scanning
Familiarity
& Participation
Making sense

Authorial intent and effect on the reader
including:

Connections, Patterns and Comparisons
Form an opinion
Imagine

giving and explaining the meaning of words in context
making inferences from the text and explaining/justifying inferences
using evidence from the text
predicting what might happen from the details stated and implied
 identify how information/narrative content is related and
contributes to meaning as a whole
 identify how meaning is enhanced through the writer’s
choice of words and phrases
 make comparisons within the text
retrieve and record key information/details from fiction and nonfiction texts

summarise main ideas from the text

sequencing events in a text
improving fluency, looking for key words to develop understanding
become familiar with key stories (traditional tales and fairy tales) and
be able to describe their characteristics
making sense of what they have read by- drawing on prior knowledge
(including vocabulary), checking and correcting for accuracy, explain
what is being read to them
 Linguistic – vocabulary, sentence patterns and grammar
choices to have an impact on how the reader feels and what
images they have in their head
 Structural – organisation and sequencing
Identify and make links with books they have read or experiences
they have had
Appreciation for the written word and express their preferences as
part of a conversation
Can explain what they can see in their head

Genres: Minimum Expectations:
FICTION- every half term
NON-FICTION- every half term, not exclusive to curriculum
teaching
PICTURE BOOKS- every half term
POETRY- once a term
PLAYSCRIPTS- once a year

classic and contemporary; historically, culturally or socially
diverse; range of genres: fantasy, sci fi, adventure etc;
Information, explanation, persuasion, recount, letters,
Age appropriate picture ALL year groups
Classic and contemporary, wide range (e.g. haiku, narrative,
kennings, concrete, sonnets etc)
Classic and contemporary

Teaching Reading Sequence
EYFS and Year 1
SESSION

Key Question: What is your
overarching key question related to
reading skills?

Text potential: Has your chosen text got
enough to your readers to enable them to
answer the key question?
Use of text potential grid a useful for tool to
ensure quality of the text for purpose. See
below.

Cold Task/ Diagnostic tool:
 Use end of prior unit to evaluate and inform your key question.
 Exploratory lesson as a tool to assess pupil reactions, rather than teachers’ preconceived ideas about what should
be covered. This lesson would have to be carried out well in advance of planning for the unit.
 Is it new learning?
1. Immersion
Introduce text to class. Your text may or may not link with your curriculum. It could be
a “linked “text to class novel or T4W unit.
Approach the text in the same way each week so it becomes automatic to the
EYFS
children:
Sept- Dec 20 minutes
Jan- April 30 minutes
1. HOOK to activate prior knowledge: You may start with an image, quote, object
April – July 40 minutes
or drama convention to introduce the text or recap key facts from previous week
Year 1
45 minutes
Reading Skills:
Prediction
Vocabulary
Fluency and Stamina
Skimming and Scanning
Decoding

if continuing with the same text

2. Read the title (if there is one) – what does this tell us?
3. What type of genre is this? Who is the audience? What is the purpose?
4. Introduce new vocabulary using direct instruction. (Pupil understanding of the
selected vocabulary should be vital to their understanding of the text)

5. Read the text (teacher). Children should track the text as the teacher reads
aloud – using a bookmark, ruler or strip of paper is best.

6. Read again, this time there should be basic text retrieval and discussion of
punctuation and pronouns (e.g. who is ‘she’?)

7. Discussion of other unfamiliar vocabulary, modelling strategies to unpick
meaning.

8. Read it again – teacher/echo-reading/individually/in pairs/aloud
9. Gather initial thoughts related to the text
10. Some evidence of recording* (optional).

2.

Innovation

Year 1 only
30 minutes
Link to reading skill identified in
our key question, highlight as
covered on planning document
3.

Independent- Guided
sessions
(3 x weekly year 1)

*There must be a written response to the text; the written response should enable
children to demonstrate their understanding of what they have read related to the
outcome of the session.
Recap text from previous session- re read for fluency and meaning.
Use modelled, shared, guided, one-to-one & independent reading to teach and
practise:
a. Comprehension
b. Response activities
c. Teach comprehension focus(s):
o
Shared writing and practice of answers
o
Sentence stems
Pupils to apply reading skill being taught in guided sessions in addition to fluency, sight
word recognition, decoding etc.

Year 2
SESSION

Key Question: What is your
overarching key question related
to reading skills?

Text potential: Has your chosen text got enough
to your readers to enable them to answer the key
question?
Use of text potential grid a useful for tool to
ensure quality of the text for purpose. See below.

Cold task/ Diagnostic tool:
 Use end of prior unit to evaluate and inform your key question.
 Exploratory lesson as a tool to assess pupil reactions, rather than teachers’ preconceived ideas about what should
be covered. This lesson would have to be carried out well in advance of planning for the unit.
Is it new learning?
1. Immersion
Introduce text to class. Your text may or may not link with your curriculum. It could be
a “linked “text to class novel or T4W unit.
Approach the text in the same way each week so it becomes automatic to the
children:
1.

HOOK to activate prior knowledge: You may start with an image, quote,
object or drama convention to introduce the text or recap key facts from
previous week if continuing with the same text
2. Read the title (if there is one) – what does this tell us?
3. What type of genre is this? Who is the audience? What is the purpose?
4. Introduce new vocabulary using direct instruction. (Pupil understanding of
the selected vocabulary should be vital to their understanding of the text)
5. Read the text (teacher). Children should track the text as the teacher reads
aloud – using a bookmark, ruler or strip of paper is best.
6. Read again, this time there should be basic text retrieval and discussion of
punctuation and pronouns (e.g. who is ‘she’?)
7. Discussion of other unfamiliar vocabulary, modelling strategies to unpick
meaning.
8. Read it again – teacher/echo-reading/individually/in pairs/aloud
9. Gather initial thoughts related to the text
10. Some evidence of recording*.

Innovation

*There must be a written response to the text; the written response should enable
children to demonstrate their understanding of what they have read related to the
outcome of the session.
Recap text from previous session- re read for fluency and meaning.

Link to reading skill
identified in our key
question, highlight
as covered on
planning document

Use modelled, shared, guided, one-to-one & independent reading to teach and
practise:
d. Comprehension
e. Response activities
f. Teach comprehension focus(s):
o
Shared writing and practice of answers
o
Sentence stems

30 minutes

Independent
30 minutes

Children independently answer questions in relation to comprehension focus(s)/ key
question(s) in addition to guided reading/ 1:1 reading.

Key Stage 2
SESSION

Key Question: What is your
overarching key question related
to reading skills?

Text potential: Has your chosen text got enough to your
readers to enable them to answer the key question?
Use of text potential grid a useful for tool to ensure
quality of the text for purpose. See below.

Cold task/ Diagnostic tool:
 Use end of prior unit to evaluate and inform your key question.
 Exploratory lesson as a tool to assess pupil reactions, rather than teachers’ preconceived ideas about what should be
covered. This lesson would have to be carried out well in advance of planning for the unit.
Is it new learning?
Immersion
Introduce text to class. Your text may or may not link with your curriculum. It could be a
“linked “text to class novel or T4W unit.
60 minutes
Approach the text in the same way each week so it becomes automatic to the children:
Reading Skills:
Prediction
Vocabulary
Fluency and Stamina
Skimming and Scanning
Decoding

Innovation
45 minutes
Link to reading skill identified in
our key question, highlight as
covered on planning document

1.

HOOK to activate prior knowledge: You may start with an image, quote, object or
drama convention to introduce the text or recap key facts from previous week if
continuing with the same text
2. Read the title (if there is one) – what does this tell us?
3. What type of genre is this? Who is the audience? What is the purpose?
4. Introduce new vocabulary using direct instruction. (Pupil understanding of the
selected vocabulary should be vital to their understanding of the text)
5. Read the text (teacher). Children should track the text as the teacher reads aloud –
using a bookmark, ruler or strip of paper is best.
6. Read again, this time there should be basic text retrieval and discussion of
punctuation and pronouns (e.g. who is ‘she’?)
7. Discussion of other unfamiliar vocabulary, modelling strategies to unpick meaning.
8. Read it again – teacher/echo-reading/individually/in pairs/aloud
9. Gather initial thoughts related to the text
10. Some evidence of recording*.
*There must be a written response to the text; the written response should enable children
to demonstrate their understanding of what they have read related to the outcome of the
session.
Recap text from previous session- re read for fluency and meaning.
Use modelled, shared, guided, one-to-one & independent reading to teach and practise:
g. Comprehension
h. Response activities
i. Teach comprehension focus(s):
o
Shared writing and practice of answers
o
Sentence stems

Independent
30 minutes

Independent
30 minutes

Pupil response book:
Children independently answer questions in relation to comprehension focus(s), using
alternative text.
Feedback and improve answers
Cold text accompanied with key questions related to previously taught reading skills

TOOLS for teaching reading:
Vocabulary: Direct instruction (Beck), etymology and morphology, never-heard-the-word,
Speaking and listening: sentence stems, talk tally
Use modelled, shared, guided, one-to-one & independent reading to teach and practise:
Comprehension – e.g., book talk, modelling being a reader, line-by-line reading, annotating texts, etc.
Response activities
o Drama, hot-seating, freeze-framing, etc.
o Writing in role
o Reading performance with fluency and expression

Language features
Coherence
Grammar & Syntax
Historical, cultural or social contexts

Mapping Text Potential
Theme
Subject
Visual features
Making links

Literary features
vocabulary
Intended audience and purpose
Narrative features

